
Roundwood Tensegrity Techniques
or

Building the Twist and Twang Way.

Tension frames are a cheap, simple and very strong form of construction utilising tensegrity principles. The 
word tensegrity is a conflation of tensional integrity, which is really just a fancy way of describing what 
happens to your tent when the nineteenth festy-goer trips over a guyrope in the dark and causes your tent to 
collapse round your ears. Well strictly that would be tensional un-integrity, or perhaps un-tensional integrity - 
but you get the idea. Alongside the bicycle wheel. the tent is probably the most familiar example of a tensegrity 
structure. Living cells essentially utilise the same principles of light, rigid struts held in tension by taut ties and 
membranes. It is also the interplay of your muscles, ligaments and skeleton that allows you to move and stand 
(assuming you haven't been at that festy too long!) Like all Gaia's engineering, it is both simple and 
sophisticated, and capable of adaptation to a variety of purposes. 

The construction advantages are a minimum of materials enclosing a given space, even dispersal of stresses and
loads across the whole structure, and the elimination of all but the most basic of joints and connections between
the various components. What this means in practice, is if you can tie a knot, cut firewood, hit a nail, drill holes 
and thread rope through them, you're set to go. Twist and twang technology is very forgiving. Because every 
brace is adjustable, a couple of centimetres out here and there isn't going to make any structural difference, 
making it ideal for beginners as well as the more experienced. 

I'm a great believer in using found and waste
materials. The roundwood used in this
workshop/polytunnel is spindly windblown softwood,
between 50mm and 125mm in diameter. Firewood
basically. I splashed out £200 on a new polytunnel
cover, another £50 on fixings and 100 metres of rope
and ended up with a spacious 9m x 7m (700 sq ft)
workshop. Dry, light, airy and always considerably
warmer than outside, even on overcast days, despite
the vented sides.

These techniques have been applied on every scale
from a tent to a sports stadium. There is no reason
why the covering could not be made of other materials
like glass, canvas, timber or metal cladding. Stacking
straw bales to create an enclosed space, or surrounding a caravan parked inside, could quickly and easily 
provide a warm, dry temporary living and storage space whilst construction on something more permanent is 
under way.

It is worth familiarising yourself with the basic principles so you can apply them to any structure of your own 
design. At first sight these may seem complex, but keep that tent in mind – it really is that simple. Let's start 
with the basics:

• A strut is a rigid, non-compressible member such as a round-wood pole or
timber batten.

• A tie is a rope joining two struts and under adjustable tension.
• A brace can be either a strut or a tie.

The function of a brace is to lock two struts in position. To achieve that the two 
struts must themselves be fixed together where they meet at A. This can be 
nailed, strapped or dowelled. In the illustration, if force or movement is applied to
the right B gets longer, shorter if moving to the left. A brace works by forming a 
triangle and locking the distance at B. A solid brace controls movement in both 



directions, but lacks tension and requires accurate fitting and/or adequate joints or fixings to resist the forces.

A rope tie can only control the movement in one direction, preventing B from getting longer, but fails by going 
slack when movement is in the opposite direction. Movement is therefore controlled by using ties in opposing 
pairs. Each tie is infinitely and easily adjustable, attached by basically wrapping it around the struts, requiring 
nothing more than a groove, pin or hole drilled through the strut to anchor it (see below).

There, you've mastered tensegrity! All that follows is simply elaboration on that 
basic concept. Next let's look at the henge, a lintel resting on two posts. This 
could be a doorway, a window opening or simply part of a wall. Here we have 
three struts, the two upright ones anchored in the ground, so that the ground itself
acts as a fourth strut at E, effectively forming a box or rectangle. Again the struts 
are fixed together at A. A simple way to brace this box would be to form an X 
from corner to corner as shown by the dotted lines. However to walk or see 
unimpeded through the opening we need another approach. 

By extending the lintel over the outside of the box we can place the braces 
externally and achieve the same result, with the advantage that tightening the braces bends the lintel upwards 
slightly at D, forming a shallow arch which is stiffer than a free beam and can carry a greater load, or be formed
from a lighter member than would otherwise be needed. In such ways each component adds cumulatively to the
overall strength and rigidity of the building as well as fulfilling its primary purpose. Go Gaia!

The opposing braces at B and C between them resist all movement in
the plane of the box (from left to right in the drawing), but obviously a
building is three dimensional. However it's simply a matter of adding
struts and braces in all three necessary directions - you just need to think
it through. Create the frame, visualise which ways the structure can
move, and add a brace in the appropriate direction to control that
movement. If necessary add extra struts to give your ties something to
pull against. In designing your structure, you need to take account of
these principles:

• Opposites. Each rope under tension must be opposed by a rope pulling in broadly the opposite 
direction. There is some leeway here, but aim to keep as close to direct opposition as possible.

• Triangles. Three is the  sacred number. Each triangle can be any combination of pole and rope (strut 
and tie), usually two struts and one tie. Avoid three struts unless your joinery is excellent, but all other 
variations can be used.

• Redundancy. When you have already locked movement in one direction within the building, except in 
very large or heavy structures, structurally there is no need to do so again. Once the whole building is 
under tension, the resulting rigidity means that any movement in that direction is already locked. You 
can however duplicate ties for backup in the event of a rope snapping if you wish.

• Ground. Where poles are staked into the ground, the ground acts as a strut only, not a tie (no tension).
• Headroom. To avoid walking into poles and ropes as

you move about inside the structure, you need to make
sure any internal horizontals are either in walls or
comfortably above head height, likewise place vertical
diagonals within walls or as close to the roofline as
possible, consistent with the necessary triangle.

This particular structure is actually a series of false arches
resting on a tensegrity box frame. I used 75mm polypipe water
main to provide a smooth curve for the polythene only because I
had some lying around. With three people trying to wrestle the
damn stuff into position you can be forgiven for thinking this



pipe will form a true self-supporting arch – but beware, this boastful non-conformity masks a wimpier nature, 
which in truth has all the steely resilience of plasticine, slow to admit it perhaps, but it will inevitably sag like a 
slack rope over time if not supported.  You can see several short uprights propping up the curves in the photos. 

You could instead use straight sections of timber or curved branch-wood, or even 
just ropes to form the rafters.

All the timbers in this box frame are between 75mm and 125mm in diameter. The 
four henges (A) are joined to each other inside their top corners with two long 
cross-rails (B) running the length of the building. The henge 'joints' are a rough V 
notch in the top of each pillar to carry the lintel, with metal strap nailed over the top
and running about a foot down each pillar to lock them together. The cross-rails 
have a single 8mm hole drilled through the centres where they cross each pillar, 
with a piece of 8mm threaded rod knocked through both and nuts tightened on each
side. The aim is always only to stop the struts sliding against each other, nothing 
more. Any means of achieving this is fine, though bear in mind that although 
simple, the Spanish Windlass can exert considerable force, well capable of 
wrenching apart weak fixings or even cracking a 125mm pole  if overtightened.

Outside the henges are two independent lower rails (C) which form the roof edge, with a single horizontal strut 
(D) at each corner bracing against the end henges. All 16 uprights were pointed, charred over a fire and 
hammered 50-60cm into the ground. You are not relying on this to keep the poles upright, just to anchor the feet
relative to each other (and stop this light building taking flight of course). Once tightened up the whole frame 
becomes more like a giant running shoe spiked into the ground. 

The polypipe rests in hollows gouged out of the ends of the lintels (E), the ties
run through holes drilled in it as well as round the lintel to anchor the polypipe
and tighten the brace in one operation (see pic 2). The ends of the polypipe are
fitted over wooden plugs nailed to the side-rail. Although not intended as a fully
enclosed polytunnel, it is an easy matter to fit more polythene to close off the
sides and ends. Apart from the improved ventilation necessary for working
comfort, a roof edge at this height provides an easy method for attaching
guttering and allows rain harvesting to be designed into the building. The gutter
on one side provides all the water for the adjacent off-grid house, the other feeds the gravity-fed self-watering 
greenhouse incorporated into one side (shaded). This experiment has worked surprisingly well, and is described
in detail in the next issue.

Each henge has short external braces as shown above (marked in blue). 
The two end henges also have short braces at right angles attached to the 
cross-rails (brown). The two centre henges are cross braced above head 
height (red) to provide a solid heart to the framing. From this rigid box 
diagonals (green) are taken to each corner running over the lintel ends to 
keep the ties close to the roof, maximising headroom. Finally the outer 
rails have solid braces at each end as shown, though rope ties would be 
equally effective here.

All 18 ties are simply stretched loops of rope tied with as little slack as 
you can manage, with the tip of a short stick inserted between the two sides of the loop
and twisted to tension it up like a tourniquet. Long known as a Spanish Windlass this
simple form of gearing is immensely powerful. The thinner the rope the less power
you can exert. I wouldn't use less than 8mm diameter on anything but the tiniest of
structures. 10mm and 12mm (used here) are ideal. To save rope on long ties you can
form the loop for tightening at one end only (like a fixed lasso), running the single end
through a hole in the strut and using a stopper knot to hold it. When taking a tie round
a strut you could simply anchor it with a nail, or cut a shallow notch to resist the



tendency for the brace to slip along the strut. Holes are the most secure. Drill them as near to the rope diameter 
as possible, and remember to take the rope round the back of the strut before tying the loop to avoid wasting 
half the thickness and strength of the pole. Pins do make useful temporary fixings while you are deciding on 
positioning etc. but I wouldn't recommend them as final for larger structures, they can bend or break out, or the 
strut might rotate and twist out of its loop.

Just like tightening a guy-rope, you are aiming for sufficient but not 
over-tautness, and this will depend on the  strength of your struts. You
also want to keep an even tension on opposing ties, and the soundest 
way to judge this is to twang the tie like a guitar and listen to the note.
Provided your opposing ties are fairly similar in length (as they 
should be in a symmetrical structure), an equal pitch indicates equal 
tension. The long ties in this building sound in the octave below 
middle C, the short ones a couple of octaves above. Again closeness, 
not exact equality of pitch is what you are aiming for. You will also 
need to take them all up evenly, so once the slack is taken up, tighten 
each one a little at a time, going round the building jamming on the 

ties. You are done when the whole structure responds as one to any attempt to move it. It should feel solid, taut 
and slightly springy, no longer reeling like a drunken sailor. We tested this one by swinging from the rafters, 
trying hard to push the pillars over. Be reasonably brutal, because wind and snow will show no mercy, and 
you'll want to know you or your crops are safe inside. 

Once wound, you lock the tension just by resting the end of the winder against a nearby strut. This means 
figuring out how long a stick to use, how close to the end of the loop and which way to twist they each need to 
be. These will all vary according to your design, but a little trial and error will soon establish what you need and
where. It is a good idea to nail or tie the winders in their final positions, especially if children are around. 
Tightened winders are like loaded springs and accidentally dislodging one will instantly create a dangerously 
spinning hazard, especially with the longer winders.

A note on knots: Don't rely on simple hitches which can slip and be nearly
impossible to undo. Learn a couple of proper knots. I used Carrick Bends to tie the
loops, and Stevedore stopper knots where a single end was required. Both these
knots can be easily undone even after considerable strain, making them ideal for
re-adjusting if necessary. Too much slack to start with, or placing the winder too
close to one end of the loop can cause your tie to lock before achieving the
necessary tension. If this happens just undo it and adjust the loop, or reposition the
winder.

To complete the roof there are three rows of 50mm poles (F) fitted 
between the polypipe hoops by drilling a hole in each end, and fitting
a metal nail or dowel which locates in a hole drilled in the side of the
polypipe. These four uppermost ties compress the two ends of the 
roof together. They are not loops but two single ropes run through 
holes drilled in the polypipe (H), held in place with stopper knots at 
both ends and passing close to each other in a long
shallow X, with an extra strut (G) to brace against,
which are then twisted together in the usual way.
This stiffens the whole roof, and also exerts some
downward force which resists wind lift, which can
be considerable in a structure of this size.

The rest of the construction is fairly standard. Timber in contact with the polythene is
smoothed with a drawknife and then has some form of softening stapled to it. Strips of old
carpet are ideal, the underlay I had at the time degrades quickly in sunlight and is not suitable



long term. Polythene is attached by wrapping round battens and nailing to box frame. The open sides are fenced
with pallet tops. Planks were fixed along the top of the side rails to carry the gutters, the battens along these 
edges being fixed at an angle to form a drip edge clear of the framework.

This structure has stood through two winter's gales, though this last 
year's heavy snowfall (30cm plus) caused the polythene to belly, 
leading to a heavy buildup of ice up to a metre deep and three metres
across in each of the centre sections, a combined weight with the 
heavy snow cover of well over two tonnes. Five of the light hoop 
spacers bent and popped out of their locating holes under the weight, 
and the polythene stretched. The rest of the frame was unaffected, a 
pretty severe test and an encouraging result, especially for a stack of 
firewood tied together with string! Had I been around at the time, I 
would have removed the snow, nor allowed the ice to build up so 
much in the bellies.

Nevertheless this impressive strength demonstrates the power of co-operation, the gestalt effect of many light 
components sharing the load between them, combined with resilience rather than absolute rigidity, mimicking 
in a small way how a tree bends to the wind. Once you realise just how quick and adaptable tension framing 
techniques are, you can apply them to all sorts of shapes, both fixed and portable, and all kinds of marginal and 
waste materials can be turned into something greater than the sum of its parts. Have fun twisting and twanging!


